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Rate-Controlled Speech
in Foreign -4Languake Education

iSister Etiehne Flaherty

INTRODUCTION
Though conscious of the necessity of preparing

students to cope with the pace set by the native speaker.
language educators have also been aware of forces that
make attainment of the goal difficult. Performance in
aural comprehension is adversely affected by factors
associated with the listening process, the capabilities of
the listener, the content of the message, and the nature
of recorded sound. The temporal parameters of the
stimulus interact with all of these. The centrality of the
matter of rate becomes more apparent when one ex-
amines the problem areas.

'It is possible to underestimate the difficulty of listen-
ing. Listening is an integral part of many commonplace
activities and is performed without conscious attention
to the process and with no apparent effort. Since aural
comprehension is almost wholly a matter of covert
operations, its complexity is masked. There is a tenden-
cy to overstress the most evident aspect, hearing, and to
regard it as nothing more sn perception of sounds, a
kind of passive absorption. w the sound source per-
forming the essential function. ause the listener
receives a string of phonemes and a equence of words.
we are tempted to think in terms of linear operations.
More probably, the listener must process at several
levels at the same time. In fact, A.P. Van Teslaar likens
the operation to Ahooting at several moving targets
simultaneously. Scientists are cautious in their

1."LearnIng New Sound Systems: Problems end Proeptcle,"/RAL.
341%.1). 114.

statements about the process of listening comprehension
since it cannot be directly observed. They are in agree-
ment, however, on the fact that perception is not instan-
taneous. They recognize that listeners are active pro-
Tessors rather than passive receivers in the stages be-
tween presentation of the language stimulus and com-
prehension, and that there are limits to the amount of
oral language they can deal with in a given length of
time. Dominic W. Massaro, for example, proposes a
model based on the assumption that perception cannot
take place as the stimulus is arriving, since a sound pat-
tern of some length is necessary for recognition to oc-
cur.' This approach presupposes that listeners have
some form of auditory retentiott at their disposal which
holds the Nit part of the utterance until the pattern is
complete enlugh for recognition'to occur. If a !Second
pattern is presented too soon, it presumably interferes
with recognition of the first. It is important, thezefore,
that sufficient time be available to the listener so that a
backlog of incompletely processed items will not ac-
cumulate to cause information overload. On the other
hand, too slow an input rate can impair comprehension
by prolonging the time a pattern must be held in the
short-term memory and allowhig mote time for memoty
traces to fade, since rate affects4nneMonic processes. 14,

LISTENING COMPREHENSION
Speaking rate and listening rate interact regardless of

the language used for communication. The
information-processing capacity of the students affects

275
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2. (Melersterullng Languor (New York: &Weak Prow. 19'75). p. S.
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how efficiently they receive a' message in. a second
language. They engage in many activities as they
receive a speech stream in their mother tongue, but com-
prehending foreign speech is more complex and time-
consuming. Robert Lado has cited research that ((Mild
memory span shorter in the foreign Moue than in the

' native language, but capable of training.' Paul PimIdeur
reported a pilot study done with high school students,
native speakers of English learning French as a second
language. The data he gathered indicated that in the
first months of study the student's ability to remember
utterances in French reached about half of what it was
in English, that progress war slow, and that iwo full
years of instruction in French only impro'ved memory
span a little.'

Listeners differ in wh know of the sequential
probabilitio of the I yt1uage , information they use to
anticipate what is f thcoming in speech signals. When
they are able to pfedict with some degree of acctiracy,
an item requires 4es processing. Prior knowledge of the
linguistic aysteijand familiarity with the cultural cons
text also aid t e lisiener in separating the essential cues
from the irrelevant and redundant elements of Qv
message. Especially in the early stages of language
study, the student-listeners are unable to distinguish bet-

.-ween the essential and the redundant: all elements of the
utterance take on equal ,importance. Because their
knowledge of the foreign language and culture is so
limited, they are not yet able to anticipate the message.
Furthermore, they lack the skills to 'reconstruct what
they may have missed and to deduce the whole of a
message from bits and pieces of it. They are also disad-
vantaged by the fact that they,react to target language
stimuli iartely in terms of natve-language perceptual
habits ahCutilize the feferents of their oWn cultural
background. Allowance must also be made for whatever
additional time they may need to invest in translation,
since they very likely arrive at comprehension of the
target janguage through their first language. The

00. limitedcapacity memorial system may, for all these
reasons, prove inadequatelor eopintwith the incoming
sensory data in an unfamiliar language.

Individuals differ not only in the knowledge and
pereeptuar capacities they bring to language study but
alsb in affectiiie approach and response. Learning is
closely related to the kind and degree of success or
failure experienced by learners: they are generally not
highly motivated by the very easy task, but tbey tend to
avoid the one which is excessively difficult and$does not
give then) a reasonable ,probabili61 of success. Rate is
one cb.atacteristjj of an oral message that determines
whether the co rehension task is at the intermediate
level -of difficulty which encourages perseverance.

1. "Memory Span as a Factor In second Language Learning," IRAL,
1(1961). 128.

4. "Some Aspects of Listening Comprehension," IntAanguage
laborwtory Lewrwhog: New Direcilory. Id Louis J. Chatagnie and (Albert
Taggart (Montrtal: Aquila. 1971). p. 113.

Judicious Manipulation of rate can élp to maximize
ichievement motivation. Sometimes the initial reaction
to a new and unexpected stimulus is such that there is lit-
tle question of perseverance. M.D. Steer has found
evidence that inefficient listeners are overwhelmed by

'the number of elements with which they must grapple.
They concentrate on individual words rather than on the
entire message or on larger units of it. They become io
overly tense and preoccupied with the part they have
missed that they miss further Portions pf the message
and become hopelessly lost.'

Listener panic may, however, have more than an
emotional base. Listening for meaning, rather than con-
ceritration on specific words and details, is a special skill
apparently posse sed by those who are field indepen-
dent. Field indent ndency is a theoretical construct based
on the ability tO keep things apart in a perceptual field,

'SO see patterns, and to respond without stress in novel
situations. Field dependent people are unable to
disregard the more superficial aspects in order to detect
order in the unfamiliar.' Noting that some listeners,
when faced with rapid speech, tend to concentrate more
on rate and less on content, Carver, Johnson, and
Friedman utilized speeded spoech in conjunction with
measures of field dependency. They Concluded that the
ability to comptehend highly speeded speech probably
involves being field ,independent.' Friedman and
Johnson have also found that listening comprehension
at high rates does not correlate with comprehension at
normal speech rate and is dependent upon another
Special competence. They recognize a general language
aptitude which appears to be involved in conwrehension
at normal-rate presentation, a concept very familiar to
those concerned about second language learning; that
aptitude seems to be relatively less important at higher
rates. On the other hand, an ability marginally involved,
at slower rates becomes significant as a correlate of
comprehension at rapid rates. They singled out the abili-
ty to infer semenic relations, to comPare ways in which
verbal concepts are meaningfully connected, as a source
of individual variations.' There is, of course, no em-
pirical evidence thai research dealini with individuM
differences_in ease of processing speeded speech in the
mother tongue has ariy relevince to problems of lan-
guage learners coping with foreign speech which seems
too fast to them. Findings of such research go, nonethe-
less, point to rate as a dimension of speech having liqks
to individual variations in listening proficiency.

5. "Speech Intern/01111y In Naval Aviation, " Journal of Speech
Disorders. 10(1945), 215-19

6. 11. A. Within el al., Psychologkal. DtIferendalion: Stuffier of
.Development (New York: John Wiley, 1962), IN. 2.

7. "Factor Analysis of the Ability to Comprehend Time-Compressed
Speech," Joutnal of Reading Behavior, 4(1971-72), 40-49.

N. lierbest 14 Friedman and Ilaymond L. Johnson, "Compressed
Speech: CorrelatA of Listening Ability," Journal of communication,
15(19611). W7-16.
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The nature of its content is3nother of the many fac:
tors which 'combine to determine comprehension of a
message. Tbpic, structural and lexical complexity,
length, 'and styk..are all important considerations. To
arrive at an understanding of a printed sample of the
foreign language, students may scan, read, check on the
meaning of in unfamiliar word, and reread, proceeding
at their own pace. When the same material is enfleshed
in a human voice, the cues of the graphic for m are gone,i
and they must adopt different strategies. contenti
seemed all-important in print. Rate; which is controlled
by the speaker, noW becomes significant. Content and

-.
,rate arc separate aspects of the oral message: proficien-
cy in aural comprehension is, 'however, a function of
txpli, arid the difficulty of an utter ance can be deter-

M. Gagne defines learning as an event thaf happen.
tot)mined by inampulationsof conte5 und/or rate.

under conditions which can be obsefved and which can
also be altered and -controlled.' The use of contrived
matctills is an accepted way of managing learning con'-
Unions for the beginning language student." As a rule,
contrivance consists in control of content. For oral
language, variation in difficulty can be achieved without
altering content by changing rate. Such a technique

. gives a, flexibility which is particulae valuable when
studenb work with a limited store of lexical, mor-
'phological, and syntactic items. .

Students, whose objective is ability to comprehend all
forms of native speech with ease, must become skilled in
a number of conirlex operatiOns. Prior experience, ap-,
titude, and-personal qualities may-hinder or assist thin
in acquiring the various auditory skills, and they must
be assured of sufficient practice with materials of in-
creasing difficulty before they can master the desired
terminal behaviof. Very likely, much of that practice
will be with taped speech; and the nature of recorded
sound. Will create further obstacles. Persons vyho make
recordings read prepared texts, and the speaker who has
a prescribed script to follow tends to maintain a more
even tempo than one who composessontaneously. It is
not surprising that the rate of oral ailding is faster than
that of spontaneous speech and that it is less fragmented
and discontinuous. It must also be Jemembered that
languages are characterized by a certain amount of
redundancy: Arocessing time is provided for the liVener
by such means as hesitation and repetition, which
reduce the amount of infortna
quence. Speech contrived an
practice omits these eletnents
formation at a faster rate. S

n in a given sound se-
tecorded for listening
d therefore delivers in-
ken language lacks the

cues of printed languagespacing, punctuation,
capitalization, and underlining. Recorded speech dots
not provide the visual cues of face-to-face communica;

9 rpm Concha.. of Learning, 2nd ed. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston. 1970), p. 2.

10. !union Below% " toward tlw Acquisition of Linguistic t'ompetence:
Prom Contrived to ('ontrolled Materials," Modern Languoge Journal,
5111969), 110-205.
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tionthe setting is seldom' adequately portrayed by -

recorded materials. Gestures; facial expressions: siti'd
other non-verbal clues Which helP to'give meaning to the
speaker's words are absent. Purthermore, the recorded
voice moves relentleisly on from start to conclusion. In
:direct oral communication, there is an exchinge of
messages between the speakers and listeners. The latter.'
somehow indicate whether ciptot they understand what'
the other is saying, and speakers make adjustments
when they see that the listenerIS not following. Thus,
student-listeners must cope with a speech stream com-
posed almost entirely of items essential to understan-

and they have to depend on aiiral ,parception
alone. "We may well be demanding more of our
foreign-language listeners in 'the exercise we present
than is demanded in native-lunguage listening," sug-
gests Rivers."
. Although the ultimate otijective is-comprehension of
native speed, one must guard against confounding the
sodl and the process by which the learner reaches the'
desired le,v1 of competence. Since sOed is a key quality.
of 6ral language, the use or variations in rate as a means
to the end seems justified. Explaining the hietirchical
nature of the learning process, Robert Glaser and James
Reynolds insist that "attainnieni of terminal behavior is
achieved by teaching sub-objectives, which taken
together comprise mastery, and sub-tasks which repre-
sent successively tinerApproximations to the terminal
behavior."" How can language educators implement,
such learning theory as far as rate is concerned?

RATE-CONTROLLED SPEECH
There are several ways in which control can be exer-

cised over the rate pf an oral m'essage. First, speakers
can determine the speed of delivery. They can also
shorten or prolong utterances b regulating the length
and frequency of the pauses. Then, recorded sound can
be mechanically accelered and retarded by the speed-
changing method, playback at a speed different ,from
that 'of the original recording. This change in rate,
however, is accompanied by a shift in pitch which is
clearly perceptible and which affects intelligibility.
Finally, there is modification by a speech com-
pressor/expander which yields rate-controlled or time-
altered speech. The device provides pitch correctron us it
chanpies rate. Deceleration is termed time-expansion and
its accelerated counterpart, time-compression. The
earlier model speech compressors were large and costly,
but significant advances have been made in the

.technology of time-alteration. The rate-changing pro-
cessor is now an integeal part of idexpensive cassette
recorders, rind listener control of rate is ppssible. EquiP-
ment with varied speed and pitch correction controls
also permits viewing and hearing audiovisual displays at

I I. Wilp he Rivers, A Practical Guide Id the Teaching of Panel. (New
York: Oxford Univ. Preu, 1715), P. M.

2 "Instructional Ob}ectives nd Programmed litstruclion: A Case
Study," In Defining Educational Oblectlees, ed. C.M. Lindy.° (Pitts-
burgh: Univ. qf Pittsburgh Press, 1964), p, 69.
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a variety of rates feomtslow motiod to futer-than-
normal. Groups or indlvidnils may work with materials
at a rate Commensurate With their ability to absort and
comprehend. The viewer-listther has complete bontrdl
of the medium.

While the whole continuum of rate-gontrolled speech
will doubtleas oni day be of service to language
educators, they will probably, find afore uses for slowed
than for speeded speech despite long-standing bani:On

.

use of a ficially slOw speech. Most secoad-language,
methodo . ts who have froWned' upon its use have
done so becauje they wished to exclude unnatural and
distorted language. They were, in general, thinking of
word rate as it is controlled liy the speaker. In reducing
the articulation rate, a speaker will tend to falsify the
sound' stream. Changing the overall speakireg rate by
manipulating pause time has the advantage of leaving
segmental and suprasegmental elements unchanged;
hence, tt is an acceptable method of regulating pace.
Playback at a slower speed than the one used during the
recording ca'n hardly be considered usefuyor langtlage
practice since the reduction in , velocity destroys all
semblance of -naturalnestr. Time-alteration is a more
satisfactory add efficient method than any of the alter-
native ways of modifying speed.

The feasibility of inStructing and evaluating in the
native, language with rate-controlled- speech is already'
well documented by research, arid experimentation in
koth areas is keying abreast of technical ad-
VancenientS. Information about the priicess, represen-
tative research, and practical applicalion is readily.
available in a three-volunre anthology and bibliography
on rate-cdntrolled speech." Proceedings of three con-
ferenCes held at the University of-Louisville under the
aegis of its Center for 'Rate.controlled Recording are
also valuable resources." The CRC!? Newsletter, which
is published periodically by the Center, gives its readers
current information related to rate-controlled speech.
With portable instruments commercially available at
costs within the.reach of educational institutions and in-
dividual researchers, the utility of the device is no longer
restricted to those able to purchase and maintain expen-
sive bulky equipment and to those working in
laboratories.

Ever since a crude manual cm-and-splice technique
rodii ed the first samples of time-altered speech, in-
vestig tOrs have been wondering about ho* to use such

Mi. They have raised many questions, answered

43. Sam Duko. ad. Time Compressed Speech: An Anthology and
Bibliography (Metuchen, N.J. Scarecrow Press, 1974):

14 Emerson Foulke, ed., Proceedings of the Louisville (.'onference on
Tion.Carnpremed Speech. Octobev 19-21, 1966 (Anuisville: Center for
Rate Controlled Record)np. Perveptual Alternatives l*oratory, Univ. of
Louisville, 1967); Emerson Foulke. ed., Proceedings of the Second
'Louisville Conference on Rate end/or Requency Controlled Speech, Oc.
tuber 12-24, 1969 (Louisv)lle: Center for Rate Controlled Recordinga,
Eno; Imfetson foulke. eat, Proceedings Third Louisville Conference on
Rate-Contrelled Speech. November 44, 1975 (New York: American if n-

dation for the Blind, 19771. .

nt,

some, and suggested others which have-not yet l;een,ad-
dredsed. Most experiments have concerned subjects"
first language, generally English. More attention has
been given to speeded than to expanded speech. Come:
quently, many of the unanswered.questions deal with
alteration of languages other than English, with foreign-
language signals, and with the uses of expanded sound.
A brief review of the few second-language experiments
done with time-expanded and time-eompressed speech
will serve a,s a state of the art report am:1.as a medium for
'suggesting otijer uses'of the technique.

Herbert Friedman and Raymond Johnson have util-*
lied compressed 'speech in- two ways wifh students of
Russian and Vietnamese. They used it, first of allos
trpining device. students were exposed to gradaally
increasing rates : compressed speech for fpur hours a
week, for eight weeks in an effort to improve ease of
comprehension at normal speed. Although subjective
feedback from students and instructors suggested that
the experiment had been helpful, tests did not yield
signifiCantly better performance. The experimenters feel
that the expostsre was too-limited and the peiformance
mcasures too broad to get at possible listening
changes." In a second ,stuO, they used comliressed
'speech as a research tool to examine the interplay of.the,
temporal and structural aspects of speech samples in an
unfamiliar language. *aces were introduced into Rus-
sfan and Vietnamese sentences at various points, and
/some of the sentences were compressed to compensate
for the time added by pausing. In addition to the recall
data they collected, the researchers found that the corn-
pr'evision did not interfere kvith accurate 'recall."

Both time-expanded- and time-compressed s)Derch
were used in another Russiarf program to control the er-
ror rate and the challenge of tapes drills. Expanded
speech slbas employed to minimize task overload and
assuregreater success to Vie beginhor And thc slower
learner, and compressed speech was utilized to sustain
the challenge for the more advanced student and the
faster learner: Since the rate-contuilled recordings were
not used systematiCally in the experimental course and
time-alteration was only one of the techniques adopted,
no meaningful conclusions could be drawn regarding its
iffectiveneis-. Bpagram evaluators, however, repOrted
better li#ening comprehension and a lower dropout Ate
among students who had used the ratC-contrOed
tapes."

15. "Some Actual and Potential Usea for Rate-Controlled Speech in Sec-
ond Language Learning," In The Psychology of ,Second Language Learn !
ins. ed. Eau! Pirnaleur and Terence Quinn (Cambridge: Cambridge Unia.
Press. 1971), fl

reedings of the nd LouisvilAConfrrence on Rate and/or Fl-eyuency
16. "Rate-ConipzI)led Speeckspd Second Language Learning," in Pro

Controlled Speech, October 11-24, 1969, ed. Emerson Foulke (Louisville:
Center for Kate Controlled Recordingo 1971), pp. 323-27.

17. Frank ingratn. James Nord, and Donald Dragt, "A Program foi
IJstening Comprehension," Slavic and Barr European Journal. 19(1975):
1-10; James R. Nord, "Shut-up and Listen: A Case for Listening Com-
prehension," (Arlington, viral:Ile ERIC Document Reproduction Syr=
vice. ED 122 639, 1916).
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Time-altered recoedings have also been 'used as aural
pacers. Mary Nevillekand A.K. Pugh had university
students learning to read EAglisti as a seednd language
listen to a recording.of a passap while reading it silent-
ly. Speech expanded to 115 and 120,percent of the
original recording time allowed more time and.
facilitated 4he reading of new and more difficult
material. Speechf compressed .to 80 percent of the
original speaking time gave variation in difficulty
without increasing the complexity of the printed text.
All subjects ip this investigation made statistically
significant improvemeht in reading comprehension.
This was, however, a pilot study involving) a small
number of students, all of whom were living and.stud-
ying in an Eng(ish-stinking environment."

pisela Huberman and Vaditn Medish have adopted a

multi.channel approach to language karning. Ons of
the techniques they have. devised is a language
laboratory experience lindwn as controlled listening.
Recorded sound is controlled by an added-parts system,
tithe-compressed speech, and temporal spacing. A core
section of a passage is presenied at normal speaking rate
in a firskexposure. Successive presentationsl-epeat what
the studFnts have already heard and addrsomething new
until they have heard the entire passage. The repetirian

done without prilonging listening time by means of
compressed speech. Erief pauses are inserted into recor-
Ungs to proVide some additional processing time and to
a.ssist with structurktl analysis. The three procedures
used tointly have improved listening comprehension and
reduced the time which students spend inlisteninvton-.
trolled listening has been used in basic, intermediate,
and more advancal language coursei and with several
languages including German, Russian, Spanish, French,
Mdern Hebrew, and irapanese)"

All of the expetimentrdescrilied thus far were carried
out in college and university settings. Katherine Littell
designed an instructional prtgram for Middle .schooloN
students of German which'used rate-altered speech. The
itudy examined acquisition in listening, speaking,
reading, and Writing, and involved time-expansion and
repetition by successive a'pproximations to normal rate.
Three treatments were used. One group of subjects was
trained with taped materials expanded to the point
where comprehension was .assured. A second group
heard 1Eu:eel-repetitions of each item proceeding in in-
c'ements from the expanded rate used With the first
treatinent group to normal speed. A third group prac&-
ticed with speech presented at the normal speed. Lan-
guage ability, sex, content difficulty, and trratment
were at1 reflected inlistening, writing, and reading per-
forinance. Speaking skills were not, dhirentfally af-

t 8 "An Exploratory Stud.of the Apphcation of Time-Compressed and
TIrne-Expanded %perch in the Development of the linglishteading
chewy of Foreign Students." English Language reaching Journal,

29(1973), 320-29

19. "A Multi-Channel Approach to language Teaching," Foreigni
Language Annals. 7(1974), 674-90; "Spanish Multi-Channel Instruction In
Operation: A' Program Report," Foreign Language Annals, 8(1975),

, 49-52. .
.

A
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fected10. treatment, but less practice had been KOvided
in speaking than in the other skills. The results were in-
terpreted as an indicatioq that there ls a need for usinga
variety ofteaching strategies dhtected to specific groups
of students and to individual skills. Time-expanded
speech is regarded as one valuable-tool for differenti-
ating activities even though its use will not automatically
result in superior achievement."

Researchers have shown tliat during the learning
phase variations in difficulty can be achieved by ex-

and compressing the speech stream rather than
by altering the complexity of the message itself. The
same technique can be adopted for setting the,difficulty
level in,the evaluation process. The affect of expansion
on listenhagrcomprehension of high schodl French stu-
dents ws e4dined by Sr. Etienne Flaherty who' used
the technique in a 'testing context rather than in 'an
instructional one. Multiple-choice items of the comple-
tion antl'rejoinder types were presented to subjects who
had had no prior experience ots training with time-
expanded speech. Identical conkent was used with three
groups of subjects while rate was varied using the
original recording time and two expanded rates.
Students who listened to. time-expanded test items

"outperformed to a statistically significant degree those
whctslistened to the unaltered ratc of the original recor-,_
ding. Rate, it appeared, could serve as a basis for testing
degrees of competence in listening comprehension. Data

also showed that performance was related to the testing
mode and perhapt to the amount of time Material had
to be held in the auditory memory. Subjects itajl rate
groups found the completion items more di icult..A
major implication of this study for Instruct onal pur-
poses was the finding that all percentages of time-
expansion were not equally effective, that improvement
at sonic point ceases to he proportional to the time
devoted to listening."

Other studies are in progress. Laura Heilenman, for
example, is investigating the effects of rate and strficture
on the processing ability of college Freneb students as

reflected in performance on a dictation tesr. Vtiations
in rate arc being accomplished by time-expansion of the
signal and by alteration or the pause time. Different
sentente types are being used to vary the difficulty of
the test." David Siegrist is preparing a training progPam

'designed to allow students of English as a second Ian-
guageto proceed from use pf expanded to noYmal tq,
comPressed speech. Students will control the equipment
so that the speed used will be at the discretion of the
listener."

20. "The Role of Repetition through Successive Approximations in the
Acquisition of the Four Bash, Language Skills," Foreign Language An-
nail, 9(1976), 338-45.

21 "The liffecs of Time-Expansinn on listening Comprehension of
High School Stddents in Second-Year French Classei," Diss, Ohlo State
1975

22. "The affect of Rate and Structure on the Processing of Spoken'
French by Third-Semester Cylege Students," COCR Newsletter, 12, No. 1
(1979), 1.2.

23. Personal le4ter, 1977.
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SUMMARY °.

Rate-coiTtrolled speech'hits bekl'n successfully used to
.some eitent in language education for research, instruc-
tion, and testfng. Its usefulness for accommodating the
ability of individual listeners ,and for suftining their
motivation has been demonstrated. It has illso been used
effectively with groups. The possibilities for further ex-
ploration are.virtually unlimited. Experim'ents Could be
undertaken with other levels of language learners, rate
of delivery, langqages, kinds of listening tasks, and
practice techniques. Research aimed at discovering the
opti,mal rates for various groups of learners and for dif-
ferent learning tasks could bc useful. Analyses could be
performed with a number of Jistener variables. The in-
teraction of speaker variables and message variables
with comp'rehension ..conld also bear exploration. The
manipulation of rate-controlled speech could.facilitate
studies of the kinds of informatiotr lost by student-
listeners and'thc probable causes of such loss. It would
permit the examination of the related but distinct
phenomena of intellivibility of individual words and the
comprehension of 1:onnected discourse. The speech

Y.

compressor/expander Could play a significant part in
the production.of good software, because experimenta-
tion With the device would focus attentjdn on the rate of
target lanouite recordings and facilitate measureinent
a their temporal features. It could be an effective tool
fOr grading recorded learning and testing material: and
for specifying levels of performance. Even a cursory
study of the research,done with native language would
indicate many other directions for fruitful research and
application.

The recommendation that time-expanded or time-
compressed speech be used in foreign language educa-
tion shoujd not, of course, be construed as advocacy of
a change in the ultimat goal, ability to comprehend
speech ohpative pt their normal conversational rate.
On the contrary, should be viewed as an effort to pro-
mote attainment lithat goal. As such, it is offered, not
as a replacement (or other instructional, evaluative, and.
research Jechniques, but aVan additional means for
helping language students to develop listening compre-
hension. It is also proposed as an instrument for
facilitating acquisition of the other language skills.
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